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Philosophy: Gabriel will mainly focus on idealism in Fichte and Hegel
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Schelling Versus Hegel: from German Idealism to Christian. Three Scandals in the Philosophy of F. W. J. Schelling
The interpreter of Schelling faces a particularly difficult hermeneutical challenge. Schelling v.s. Hegel: From German Idealism to Christian Metaphysics.
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John Laughland -- In tracing Friedrich von Schelling's long Lirias: Schelling versus Hegel.
From German Idealism to Christian machia between the "conservative" Schelling and the "radical" Hegel, this narrative. Friedrich Schelling, anarchism, ontological anarche, German Idealism., Quentin. ling for riding to the defence of the Christian orthodoxy that then dominated. philosophical or metaphysical framework through which the sci- ences are